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Abstract 
Roka, Z., One way Cellular automata on Cayley graphs, Theoretical Computer Science 132 (1994) 
2599290. 
The notion of one-dimensional one-way cellular automata has been introduced to model cellular 
automata with only a one-way communication between two neighbor cells. In this paper, we 
generalize this notion to cellular automata working on different communication graphs We present 
some sufficient conditions for a cellular automaton to be stimulated by a one-way cellular 
automaton having the same underlying graph, and we give some bounds on the simulation-time of 
this mimic, 
1. Introduction 
One-way cellular automaton (OCA for short) has been introduced many years 
ago in order to model cellular automata (CA) with directed communications. A 
machine with directed communications is easier to construct and allows faster 
communications. 
Using trellis automata, Culik and Choffrut [6] have shown that real-time one- 
dimensional cellular automata are equivalent to 2n-time one-way cellular automata 
(i.e. if a language is recognized with a CA in real-time, then there exists an OCA which 
recognizes this language in time 2n, and conversely). 
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We first recall the definition of OCA given by Culik, and in the rest of the paper, we 
intend to study CA and OCA defined with more complex communications between 
cells. It is a well-known fact that CA can be defined in higher-dimensional spaces and 
with arbitrary neighborhoods. In order to study these CA as well as CA defined on 
more complex-but regular-architectures, we introduce in Section 3 the notion of 
CA and OCA defined on Cayley graphs (previously introduced by several authors in 
several ways). 
The following section (Section 4) is devoted to the study of two classical neighbor- 
hoods in terms of Cayley graphs: von Neumann and Moore neighborhoods. We prove 
that the simulation time of the mimic of von Neumann CA by von Neumann OCA 
depends on the dimension y1 of the space, while it is not the case for the mimic of 
Moore CA by Moore OCA. Moore OCA which simulate Moore CA are twice slower, 
but von Neumann OCA which simulate von Neumann CA are n + 1 times slower. In 
a one-dimensional space, the two factors are the same, because the two notions 
correspond exactly with the same CA. 
In Section 5 we study hexagonal and triangular CA and OCA. We point out that 
CA do not depend only on the physical architecture (hexagonal in this case), but also 
on the local space orientation between the neighbors of two adjacent cells. It explains 
why our definition of CA based on Cayley graphs is so well adapted. Concerning 
triangular CA, we prove that, whatever the underlying Cayley graph is, there no 
one-way triangular cellular automaton exists. 
In our last section, we study cellular automata defined on arbitrary Cayley graphs: 
we give some sufficient and/or necessary conditions for a CA to be simulated by an 
OCA based on the same architecture and we present some bounds of the simulation 
time of this mimic. 
2. Some recalls on OCA 
One of the simplest models of parallel computation is the one-way cellular automa- 
ton (OCA) which has already been studied by several authors [6,8, lo]. They define 
this notion as an array of n identical finite-state machines (cells) that operate syn- 
chronously at discrete time steps. The input a1 . a, where ai is in the finite alphabet C, 
is applied to the array in parallel at time 0 by setting the states of the cells to a,, . . , a,. 
Then the state of a cell at time t+ 1 is a deterministic function of its state and the 
state of its right neighbor at time t. In a cellular automaton (CA) the state of a cell at 
time t + 1 is a function of its state and the states of both its right and left neighbors 
at time t. 
More formally, we present below Culik’s definition [6] for one-dimensional one- 
way bounded cellular automata (OBCA). 
A is a fixed finite nonempty alphabet not containing the symbol # and &GA 
a distinguished subset. The free monoid (resp. semigroup) generated by A is denoted 
by A* (resp. A+) and the empty word of A* is denoted by E: A+ = A*\(E). 




. . . 
Fig. 1. The time-space diagram of OCA. 
A one-dimensional one-way bounded cellular automaton is a triple 0=(A, A,, R) 
where R:(Au{#})~+(Au{#]) IS a transition function satisfying R(a, b)= # iff 
a=b= #. 
For any word a, . . . a,E A + define: 
p(a,)=R(a,, #) if n= 1, 
p(aI . ..a.)=R(aI,a2)R(a2,a3)... R(a,-,,a,)R(a,, #) otherwise. 
Then p is a length-preserving mapping of A + into itself. 
Given a function f: N + N and a subset Z s A. We say that the language L c C + is 
recognized by 0 in time f(n), if the words WE L are exactly those words of C + for which 
pf”w’J(w) starts with a letter in A,: 
L= {WEC + ) pf”w”(w)~A,A*}. 
We also say that L is a f(n)-time OCA language. In the special case when f(n) = n - 1, 
L is called a real-time OCA language. 
It is often convenient to represent the functioning of a cellular automaton on 
a time-space diagram (see Fig. 1). Each row corresponds to the configuration at 
a certain time t 30 of an n-cell array. At time t =O, the ith cell contains the ith letter of 
the input word w. As time goes by, the different values are computed according to the 
transition function R, the new value of a cell at time t depends on its own value at time 
t - 1 and the value of its right neighbor at time t - 1. The value of the cell i at time t is 
denoted by c:. 
In our paper, we generalize this notion for infinite (non-bounded) one-way cellular 
automata working on more complex architectures. 
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3. CA and OCA on Cayley graphs 
3.1. Cuyley graphs 
In order to generalize Culik’s notion, we define cellular automata on Cayley graphs, 
Cayley graphs have been introduced by Cayley [335] in 1878 and have been studied 
for themselves by several authors [2,11,9,1]. 
In order to give our definition for cellular and one-way cellular automata, we use 
a definition of a Cayley graph based upon White’s definition [ll]. Our definition is 
very similar to his, so we present it only pointing out where we have made some 
modifications. 
Let G be a group and X its element set, and let G = { gl, g2, . . } (possibly infinite set) 
be a subset of X. We denote by G -’ the set of the inverse elements of G: 
GP’={g;‘,g,‘,...}. A word w in G is a finite product fi f2 ...j”, where each ji 
belongs to the set GuG ‘. If every element of G can be expressed as  word in G, then 
gl>Y2, .” are said to be generators for G. We define a relation as an equality between 
two words in G. 
If G is generated by G = { g1 , g2, . } and if every relation in G can be deduced from 
relations R = {p = p’, q = q’, r = r’, . . .}, then we write 
G=(g,,g, ,... lp=p’,q=q’,r=r’,...) (=(GIR)) 
and (gi , gZ, . .I p = p’, q = q’, r = r’, . ) is said to be a presentation of G. A presentation 
is said to be finitely generated (jnitely related) if the number of generators (defining 
relations) is finite. A jnite presentation is both finitely generated and finitely related. 
In our paper, we are only interested in finite presentations, and we present below 
our definition for Cayley graphs. 
Definition 3.1. For every group presentation there is an associated Cayley graph 
r=( V, A): the vertices correspond to the elements of the group, and the arcs are 
colored with generators and inverse generators in the following way. If vertices u1 and 
u2 correspond to group elements h, and h2 respectively, then there is an arc colored 
with generator g from v1 to v2, and there is an arc colored with the inverse generator 
9 -’ from v2 to vi if and only if hlg=h2. 
In White’s definition, a Cayley graph contains no arcs colored with inverse gener- 
ators. We have made this addition, because our definition fits better to the commun- 
ications between the cells of cellular automata. 
We summarize the main properties of Cayley graphs r which give a better under- 
standing of the definition of cellular automata. 
(1) r is the Cayley graph of a group G whose presentation is jinite. 
(2) In r the arcs have a regular coloring with the generators: for each vertex u and 
generator g, there exists exactly one arc colored with g starting at v, and exactly one 
arc colored with g ending at v. This property also holds for the inverse generators. 
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(3) If there exists an arc colored with g from the vertex i to the vertex j, then there 
exists an arc colored with g - ’ from j to i. 
(4) If there exists an arc colored with g from the vertex i to the vertex j, then it is the 
only one from i to j (that is, there is no other arc from i to j). 
(5) There exists a path between every pair of vertices. 
The properties 2-5 hold for any Cayley graph. The Cayley graph of the group 
G= (a, b 1 ab = ba) is shown in Fig. 2(a). 
We present some more notions, which we shall use in the following. 
A generating set G is said to be minimal, if no generator of G can be expressed as 
a word on the remaining generators. Let G be the generating set for a group G. Let 
G1 c_G be a minimal generating set for G and G2 =G\Gi. We shall say that the 
elements of G1 (resp. G,) are non-redundant (resp. redundant) generators. The generat- 
ing set of the group G= (a, b / ab= ba) is minimal, while the generating set of the 
group G’ = (a, b, c 1 ab = ba, c = ab) is not: a, b are non-redundant generators, and c is 
a redundant generator, if we choose G, = (a, b}. Notice that G1 can also be {a, c} and 
{b,c}. The Cayley graph of G’ is shown in Fig. 2(b). The order of generator g is the 
length of the shortest word w on the non-redudant generators such that g = w. The 
order of non-redundant generators is 1. 
Then we observe that the following correspondences occur: 
Group Cayley graph 
an element a vertex 
a generator g the set of all arcs colored by g 
the inverse of a generator g the set of all arcs colored by 9-l 
a word a walk 
the multiplication of elements the succession of walks 
an identity word a closed walk 
A characterization of graphs r which can be oriented and colored so as to form 
Cayley graphs is given in [7]. 
a a 
b 




Fig. 2. The Cayley graph of groups G= (a, b 1 ab = ba) and G’= (a, b, c 1 ab = ba, c = ah) 
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3.2. Cellular automata 
Let r= (9”; .&) be a Cayley graph. Imagine that we locate finite state automata at 
the vertices of r. We then simply call automaton (or cell) o the automaton located at 
vertex v. A cell v can communicate with some cells called “neighbor” cells. Formally, 
we define a cellular automaton on r in the following way. 
Definition 3.2. A cellular automaton on a C yley graph r=( V, A) is a 4-tuple 
% = (S, r, N, 6) where 
l S is a finite set, called the set qf states. S can also be considered as the alphabet of 
communication between the cells; 
l r is the Cayley graph of a finitely generated infinite group G= (G 1 R); 
l The neighborhood N(v) of a cell vgr is a vector of cells defined by words of G: 
N(v)=(vw,,vw,, . . . . vwk, v) where Vi, wi is a word in G and does not depend on v. 
The neighborhood of a cell v consists of those cells, which v can communicate with 
(the states of which are needed to compute the new state of 2;); 
l 6 : Sk+ ’ +S is the local transition function. The new state of each cell v is computed 
by fi( [VW,], [VW,], . . . , [VWJ [v]), where [i] denotes the state of cell i. 
In this definition, the neighborhood is not symmetrical: if a cell i is the neighbor of 
a cell j, the cell j is not necesssarily the neighbor of the cell i. If it is the case for each 
neighbor of a cell, it means that this CA is a certain kind of OCA, because the 
information can move in only one direction between the neighbor cells. As we want to 
particularize CA with one-way communication, we rather consider CA where in- 
formation moves in both directions between the neighbor cells, that is, where the 
neighborhood of a cell is symmetrical. We loose a bit of the generality of our definition 
for cellular automata, but it is not difficult to see that, for a given cellular automaton 
92, the cellular automaton %’ defined on the same Cayley graph and with a sym- 
metrized neighborhood can simulate g without any loss of time. 
It has been shown for cellular automata defined in Z”, that they can be simulated by 
cellular automata having a neighborhood defined with the nearest cells for I/ I/ 1, 
which is also called “first neighbors neighborhood”. We show below that it is the case 
for cellular automata defined on Cayley graphs. 
Theorem 3.3. Let +J? =(S, r, N, 6) be a cellular automaton defined on the Cayley graph 
r sf SOme group C=(g1,g2,...,gmIrI,r2,..., up). The neighborhood of a cell v is 
de&ted by N(v)=(vw,,vw,, . , vwk,v) where Vi, wi is a word in G. Then, we can 
construct a cellular automaton %?‘=(S’, r’, N’, 6’) with first neighbors neighborhood 
which can simulate 55. 
Proof. First we define the Cayley graph I-’ as the Cayley graph of the group G’ 
constructed from G= (G’ / R’) with 
G’=Gu{h,,h,,..., hk), R’=Ru{h,=w,, h2=w2 ,..., h,=W,}. 
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In other words, for all i and vertex O, if hi is not in G, then we add it to the generating 
set G’ as a new generator, and so we add an arc colored with hi from v to vertex DWi n 
the Cayley graph. We obtain a group G’ with the same group elements, where 1 G’I = e, 
(e < k + m) and G’ is not a minimal generating set, if there exists wi which is not in G. 
We define the cellular automaton 55” = (S’, r ‘, N ‘, 6’) in the following way: 
0 S’=S; 
l r’ is the Cayley graph of the group G’; 
l N’(v)=(vhI,vh2 ,..., vhk,vh,+, ,... ,vh,,v) where Yi<k,h,=wi and Vk<j<e, hjEG 
and u Phil 1 <i<e}=G’; 
0 &:(s’)‘+l +S’ and ~‘(s~,s;, . . ,sk+i)=6(~~,s;, . . . ,s;,sk+i). 
It is easy to see that V’ can simulate %’ without any loss of time. 0 
In the following, we only study cellular automata with symmetrical first-neighbors 
neighborhood. It is convenient to do, because we can characterize the communica- 
tions between cells with the Cayley graph itself, without any loss of generality. We 
have shown above that cellular automata defined with more general neighborhood 
can be simulated by such defined cellular automata. Hence we modify our definition 
(Definition 3.2) in the following way: 
Definition 3.4. A cellular automaton on a Cayley graph r=( V, A) is a 4-tuple 
‘6 = (S, r, N, 6) where 
l S is a finite set called the set of states; 
l r is the Cayley graph of a finitely generated infinite group G= (G 1 R), where 
lGI=k; 
l The neighborhood N(v) of a cell VET is the vector of those cells which are connected 
to v by an arc colored with a generator or an inverse generator: 
N(v)=(vg,,vg,,...,ug,,vg;‘,vg;‘,...,vg,’,v) 
where Vi, giEG; 
l c?:S~“‘+~+S is the local transition function. The state of each cell evolves in 
discrete time steps and is computed by the transition function. 
From now on, we shall use this definition for cellular automata. 
In order to characterize the global behavior of cellular automata, we introduce the 
notion of configuration. 
Definition 3.5. Let %? =(S, r, N, 6) be a cellular automaton on the Cayley graph 
r=( V, A). A conjiguration is any application from V to S. 
Definition 3.6. A state # is quiescent if 6( #, # , . . . , #)= #. 
Definition 3.7. A finite configuration is a configuration with a quiescent state almost 
everywhere. 
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3.3. One-way cellular automata 
In the notion of OCA, information can move in only one direction: for one- 
dimensional OCA, the state of a cell depends on its state and the state of its right 
neighbor, while in CA the state of a cell depends on its state and the states of its right 
and left neighbors. 
We have supposed that the neighborhood of a cell is symmetrical in cellular 
automata. It means that the information can move in either way between two 
neighbor cells. In general, this is not the case. Among the neighbors of a cell x there 
can be a neighbor y such that between x and y information can move in both 
directions, and there can also be a neighbor z such that between x and z information 
can move in only one direction. In Culik’s definition for OCA, for all cells, information 
can move in only one direction between the cell and its neighbors. We want to 
generalize this notion: thus, we particularize cellular automata with one-way com- 
munication between each pair of neighbor cells. In order to define one-way cellular 
automata, we first define one-way Cayley graphs. 
Definition 3.8. Let r be the Cayley graph of the group G. We define the one-way 
Cayley graph of the group G as the graph r, obtained from f by deleting all arcs 
colored with the generators g in G. 
In a one-way Cayley graph the arcs are colored with inverse generators. Figure 
3 shows the one-way Cayley graph of the group G= (u, b 1 ab= ba). 
Remark 3.9. If for a group G= (G 1 R) there exist generators g and h such that gh = 1, 
then in the one-way Cayley graph of G, neither g - ’ nor h-l appears. 
Definition 3.10. The degree of a vertex ~1 in a one-way Cayley graph is the number of 
all arcs starting from and ending at U. 
Proposition 3.11. The degree of every vertex in u one-way Cayley graph is even. 
Proof. The degree of a vertex v in a one-way Cayley graph is the sum of all arcs 
arriving at v and all arcs starting from u, that is, 
where G’cG is the set of generators whose inverses appear in the one-way Cayley 
graph. From Remark 3.9, (vg lg~G’}n{vg-’ I gEG’} =@. It means that if there is an 
arc from a vertex i to a vertexj, then there is no arc fromj to i, and that for each g in G’, 
vg#vg~‘. Then, by property (2), 1 jug I gEG’}I = I{vg-i 1 gEG’}/, so the order of 2: is 
2livdyEG’)l. 0 
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Notice that, from any Cayley graph we can obtain a one-way Cayley graph; their 
underlying graphs can be different. We now define one-way cellular automata on 
Cayley graphs in the following way: 
Definition 3.12. A one-way cellular automaton is a 4-tuple O=(S,,&, N,,6,) where 
l S, is a finite set called the set of states; 
l r, is the one-way Cayley graph of a finitely generated infinite group G= (G I R); 
l Let G’={h~G13g~G:gh=l} and G\G’={h,,h2,...,hl}. Theneighborhood N,(v) 
of a cell v is the vector of those cells which are connected to v by an arc colored with 
an inverse generator in r,: 
N,(v)=(vh;‘,vh;‘,..., vh;‘,v); 
l 6,: St’ ’ +S, is the local transition function. 
4. Von Neumann and Moore neighborhoods 
Cellular automata with these two classical neighborhoods have extensively been 
studied in Z”. We introduce below different definitions for these cellular automata, 
which are based on Cayley graphs. In our definitions, the dimension of the space 
corresponds to the number of the non-redundant generators. 
In the following, instead of giving complete formal definitions by defining the 
set of states, the Cayley graph, the neighborhood, and the transition function for 
all kinds of cellular automata, we define only the group on the Cayley graph of which 
the CA is defined. It implies that the neighborhood of a cell is defined by the 
generators and by the inverse generators for CA (by the inverse generators for OCA), 
and that the transition function is defined according to this neighborhood and the set 
of states. 
4.1. Von Neumann neighborhood 
In the n-dimensional space L”, the von Neumann neighborhood of cell 0 is defined 
with n-dimensional unit-vectors and their inverses. We define von Neumann CA and 
OCA in the following way: 
Definition 4.1. An n-dimensional von Neumann cellular automaton is a cellular auto- 
maton on the Cayley graph of the group 
G=<g,,g,, . . . ,g,lgigj'gjgi, vldi<jdn). 
The Cayley graph of this group for the 2-dimensional case is shown in Fig. 2(a). 
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Definition 4.2. An n-dimensional one-way von Neumann cellular automaton is a cellular 
automaton on the one-way Cayley graph of the group 
G=(g,,g*,...,YnISiSj=SjSi, Vldi<jdn). 
The one-way Cayley graph of this group for the 2-dimensional case is shown in 
Fig. 3. 
Culik and Choffrut [6] have shown that m-time CA can be simulated by 2m-time 
OCA. We prove below that n-dimensional von Neumann CA can be simulated by 
n-dimensional von Neumann OCA. 
Theorem 4.3. For each cellular automaton %? with von Neumann neighborhood in the 
n-dimensional space there exists a one-way cellular automaton 0 with von Neumann 
neighborhood such that if a configuration appears in the evolution of %? at time t, then this 
configuration appears in the evolution of Q at time (n + 1)t. We shall say that the OCA 
can simulate the CA with a simulation time of factor n + 1. 
Proof. We first prove this assertion in the 2-dimensional case. Let 97 = (S, r, N, 6) be 
a von Neumann cellular automaton. We construct the one-way cellular automaton 
6 =(S,, r,, N,, 6,) with 
a so=sus3us4 
l r, is the one-way Cayley graph of the group G= (a, b 1 ab = ba) 
l N,(v)=(va-‘,vbK’,v) 
a s,.sj+s, 
-1 -1 a a -1 . . _a . . . 




Fig. 3. The one-way Cayley graph of Group G= (a, b 1 ab = ba) 
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The transition function is not totally defined but the transitions described above are 
the only transitions used during the simulation. For a better understanding of the 
formal definition of the transition, we detail here what SO(x, y, z) = (x, y, z) means: let 
v be a cell; its neighbors in the OCA are then cell vu-l, vb-’ and v itself. In hO(x, y,z), 
z denotes v’s state at a certain time t, x denotes the state of its neighbor vu-’ and 
y denotes the state of its neighbor vb -I at this time t. Thus, the new state of v at time 
t + 1 is is a triple (x, y, z). 
We illustrate the different steps of the first iteration of this simulation in Figs. 4-6. 
In the figures, v denotes the state of cell v at time 0, and [v] in the actual step of the 
simulation. 
Let c be a configuration of the CA at time 0, and c’ be the configuration after the 
first iteration computed for each cell i by G([ia], [ib], [ia-‘], [ib-‘], [i]). We want to 
simulate these transitions by the OCA. 
At the beginning (Step 0), we inject c in the cells of the OCA (Fig. 4). 
In the first step of the simulation (shown in Fig. 5), the new state of each cell is 
a triple (sl, s2, s3) according to the transition function 
The state of each cell is computed synchronously in this way, so in the end of 
this step, the state of each cell is a triple containing the states of the cell and its 
neighbors. We detail below the states of cells v, va, vb and vab in the first step of 
the simulation. 
Cell Step 0 Step 1 
V V (vu-‘,vb-‘,v) 
va va ((va)a-‘=v,vab-‘,va) 
vb vb (va-‘b,(vb)b-l=v,vb) 
vab vab ((vab)a-’ = vb, (vab)b- ’ = vu, vab) 
[ ,,a-’ b-’ ]=,I~-’ b-’ 
[“a-’ ]=va-’ 
[WI-’ b ]=~a- b 
l33 
[ vab“ ]=vab-’ [“b-’ ]=vb.’ 
b-’ -1 a 
[vu ]=vu 
[v ]=v 
[ vb]= vb 
step 0 
[ vab ]=vub 
Fig. 4. The initial state. 
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[ wz-’ b-’ ]=( . . . ) [ vb-’ ]=( . . . ) [ vub-’ ]=( . . . ) 
-1 a 
b-’ 
[vu“ ]=( . ..) 3 I\- 
[v 1 ___ 
I\ [vu ]=( v, vub -l ,vu ) 
-___ 
---% [v ]=( va-’ ,vb-’ ,v ) 
< 
[vu-’ b ]=( . ..) [ vb ]=( vu-’ b, v, vb ) [ vub ]=( vb, vu, vab )
step 1 
Fig. 5. The 1st step of the simulation 
[vu-’ b-’ I=( . . . ) 
[vu-’ I=( . . . ) 
[ vb“ ]=( . . . ) 
4-- 
vub-’ ]=( . . . > 
-1 
,vb , v,va > 
[vu-’ b ]=( . . . ) [ vb ]=( . . . , va-’ , va-’ b, vb ) [ vub ]=( vu-’ b, v, vb, vub > 
step 2 
Fig. 6. The 2nd step of the simulation 
In the second step of the simulation shown in Fig. 6 and detailed below, the 
transition function 6 is computed as a function from (S3)3 to S4 by 
Cell Step 2 Step 3 
va (va-l,vb-l,v,vu) (...) 
vb (..., va-‘,ou-‘b,ob) (...) 
vab (vu - ’ b, v, vb, vub) S(va,vb,va-‘,vb-‘,v) 
If we look at the transition function 
for cell vab and the states of cells vu, vb, vab after the second step of the iteration, we 
find that 
~ y4 is the fourth component of the old state of its neighbor defined by generator b-‘, 
that is, cell vu, which is the state of cell vu at time 0. 
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_ z3 is the third component of its own old state which is the state of cell ub at time 0. 
_ y, is the first component of the old state of its neighbor defined by generator b- ‘, 
that is, cell va, which is the state of cell va-’ at time 0. 
~ y, is the second component of the old state of its neighbor defined by generator b-‘, 
that is, cell va, which is the state of cell ub-’ at time 0. 
~ y, is the third component of the old state of its neighbor defined by generator b-‘, 
that is, cell va, which is the state of cell u at time 0. 
It means that, in the following (third) step of the simulation, the transition of cell u of 
the CA can be computed in cell oab of the OCA. 
We have seen that, after the simulation of the first iteration of the CA, we have the 
same configuration in the OCA, but the state of each cell i of the CA is moved in the 
cell iab of the OCA. It is clear that, after the simulation of the second iteration, it 
moves into the cell iab(ab) = i(ab)2 of the OCA. Then, after the tth iteration, the state 
of the cell i of the CA moves into the cell i(ab)’ of the OCA. 
It is clear that, if the configuration c’ appears in the OCA 3 times later, then the 
configuration c” appearing at time t in the CA appears in the OCA at time 3t. It means 
that the OCA can simulate the CA with a simulation time of factor 3 in the 
2-dimensional case. 
The n-dimensional case: n-dimensional von Neumann (one-way) cellular automata 
are defined on the (one-way) Cayley graph of the group 
The neighborhood of a cell u is N(v)=(vg, ,..., ug,,,vg;r ,..., uy;‘,u) and N,(v)= 
(vg 1 I, . . , ug; ', v). We study th e fi rs 1 eration of the CA. Let us first consider in which t ‘t 
cell of the OCA the transition of cell u of the CA can be computed. According to the 
neighborhood, in the first step of the simulation, the states of cells ug; ‘, , ug; ', 
v can arrive in the cell L’ of the OCA. Hence, its transition can be computed in a cell of 
the OCA, where information of all cells vg i, . . , vg,, u can arrive. As the generating set 
is minimal, this cell is the cell uy, y2.. g,,. It is clear that the simulation time factor is 
n + 1. As in the 2-dimensional case, the state of each cell i of the CA moves into the cell 
& 92 . . g,, of the OCA. After the second iteration, it moves into the cell i(g,g, . . g,)2, 
etc. If a configuration appears in the CA at time t it appears in the OCA at time (n + l)t, 
and the state of each cell v of the CA moves into the cell v(g,g, . . . g,,)’ of the OCA. 
Formally, we only define the set of states. The transition function can be defined in 
a similar way as in the 2-dimensional case. 
Consider Pi representing the number of cells which can transmit their state to cell 
z’ in a time shorter than i: Pi is the number of solutions of 
x1 +x2 + ... +x,di, x~EN. 
Recall that 
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which is proved by considering the 1-ary representation of the q’s . Then, it is 
sufficient to consider the set of states of the OCA as being 
&=spoyspl” . . . USP”‘I. 
Notice that P, = 1 and Pi = n + 1. 0 
Let us remark, that this theorem can easily be proved without introducing the 
framework of CA on a Cayley graph. We have done this proof in this way for 
illustrating how a simulation can be formally defined with the help of these graphs. In 
the rest of the paper, in the proofs of simulation theorems, we do not detail the 
different steps of the simulation: it can be done in a similar way. 
4.2. Moore neighborhood 
The Moore neighborhood is also called “full” neighborhood, because the neighbors 
of cell 0 in the n-dimensional space Z” are 
and the number of the neighbors is 3”. As in the case of the von Neumann neighbor- 
hood, we define only the group on the Cayley graph of which we define cellular 
automata, and we define it by induction on the dimension of the space. We do not 
begin with the definition of one-dimensional Moore CA, because they have the same 
architecture as one-dimensional von Neumann CA, and thus the special properties of 
their underlying graph are not perceptible. Hence, our method is: 
(1) We define the Cayley graph of 2-dimensional Moore cellular automata. 
(2) We define the Cayley graph of (n + 1)-dimensional Moore cellular automata 
based on the definition in dimension n. 
Before giving our formal definition, we present some notations which we shall use in 
the following. 
Notations. 
l yk denotes the generator g,,, in the n-dimensional space. 
l RL denotes the relation R, in the n-dimensional space. 
l num:=2’-l(y) d enotes the number of the r-ordered generators in the n-dimen- 
sional space. (A redundant generator is called r-ordered generator, if the last letter 
of the word of length r with which it is defined is a generator. Any other letter of this 
word can be a generator or an inverse generator.) 
l sum:=&i 2kp’(;) d enotes the number of all generators with order at most r in 
the n-dimensional space. 
In the definition of 2-dimensional Moore CA we give some examples for these 
notations. In the following, we use the notations numr and sum: for numbering the 
generators and the relations in the (n+ I)-dimensional definition. 
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Definition 4.4. A 2-dimensional Moore cellular automaton is a cellular automaton on 
the Cayley graph of the group 
G=(d,g:,g:,g:lR:: s:s: =&:,R:: d=g:g:,R:: d=(d-‘d). 
The Cayley graph of G is shown in Fig. 7 where we denote by a the generator g :, by 
b the generator g$, by c the generator g:, by d the generator gj. 
In this definition, 
(1) g: and g$ are non-redundant generators; 
(2) g: and gt are redundant generators; 
(3) Rf is a commutativity relation between the non-redundant generators; 
(4) R: and R: are relations defining the redundant generators. 
Let us illustrate the notations numr and sum: by some examples: 





These are the generators g:=g:g: and gi=(g:)-‘qt. 
(2) sum: denotes the number of all l-ordered generators, i.e. the number of the 
non-redundant’” generators: 
sum:= i 2kP’ 
k=l 
(;)=20( ;)=2. 
These are the generators g: and g:. 
b 
-1 
Fig. 7. The Cayley graph of G. 
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These are generators g:, y:, y: and g$. 
In general, for each dimension, we can say that the generating set consists of 
non-redundant and redundant generators, and the relating set consists of com- 
mutativity relations and relations defining the redundant generators. More precisely, 
in dimension II, the following properties hold: 
Properties. 
(1) The number n of the non-redundant generators corresponds to the dimension of 
the space. (2 in the definition of 2-dimensional Moore CA.) 
(2) All possible redundant generators for which the following properties hold are 
defined: 
Let G1 = {g, . , g,,} be the set of the non-redundant generators. Then for all 
redundant generators y’= k, kk 
(a) k{2, . . ..n} 
(b) V’i~{l,...,k-11, ki~G,UG;’ and kkEGl 
(C) Vi,jE(l,..., k), ki#kj. 
(d) If a generator is a letter in the word defining g’, then its inverse is not, and 
conversely. 
(e) For all i and j > i, the generator gi (or its inverse yip ’ ) precedes the generator gi 
(or its inverse gi ‘) in the word defining g’ (it means that, in the set of all words defined 
in the same generators, there is only one word which defines a redundant generator, 
and this is the word in which the indices of the generators are in increasing succession). 
Notice that g’ is a k-ordered generator by the notion introduced in Section 3.1. 
(3) The number of all generators is (3”- 1)/2 (the number of all generators and 
inverse generators is 3”- 1 not including the generator defined by the empty word), so 
the number of all redundant generators is (3”- 1)/2-n. ((32 - 1)/2-2 =2 in the 
definition of 2-dimensional Moore CA.) 
(4) The number of the commutativity relations is (;), because we define a relation 
for every pair of non-redundant generators. (( :) = 1 in the definition of 2-dimensional 
Moore CA.) 
(5) The number of the relations defining redundant generators is equal to the 
number of the redundant generators, that is (3”- 1)/2-n. (2 in the definition of 
2-dimensional Moore CA.) 
(6) The number of all relations is (the number of the commutativity relations) + (the 
number of relations defining redundant generators) = (;) + (3”- 1)/2-n. (1 + 2 = 3 in 
the definition of 2-dimensional Moore CA.) 
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Let us now define formally (n + 1)-dimensional Moore cellular and one-way cellular 
automata based on the definition of n-dimensional Moore cellular automata which is 
defined on the Cayley graph of the group 
c=(g;,g; ,...> &“-1),2IRLRn2 >...> R2n (2)+13-l),2-n). 
where g;s and Rrs denote generators and relations is described in Properties l-6, 
that is 
(1) s;, ... , g: are non-redundant generators; 
(2) 9::+1>...>9;3”-1)!2 are redundant generators; 
(3) R;‘...,R;;) are commutativity relations; 
(4) R;;)+,,...,R;;)+3”-1pn are relations defining the redundant generators. 
Definition 4.5. An (n+ l)-dimensional Moore cellular automaton is a cellular auto- 
maton defined on the Cayley graph of the group 
IIf1 G=(g;+‘,g;+‘,..., g3”+;p1 JR;+‘,R;+‘,..., R;d$+ j”+I_l n_l > 2 
where 
(1) g;+r,g;+r, . . . ,g;+r are non-redundant generators defined by 
Vl <i<n, gl+‘=gr. 
(We keep all non-redundant generators defined in the n-dimensional space.) 
(2) Yn+1 n+l is a new non-redundant generator. 
(By adding a new non-redundant generator to the generating set, we enter the 
n + l-dimensional space.) 
(3) R;+‘, . . ..R.;; are commutativity relations defined by 
(We keep the commutativity relations between the non-redundant regenerators de- 
fined in the n-dimensional space.) 
(4) For 
let l=k-(i). Then 
(We define new commutativity relations with the n-dimensional non-redundant gener- 
ators and the new non-redundant generator.) 
(5) Ri~~l)+l,...,R;~~~)+3”+2-l_n_l are relations defining i-ordered generators 
for every i from 2 to n + 1 in the following way. 
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(a) We keep the relations defining the i-ordered generators in the n-dimensional 
definition. For 
+surn;?: -sum;+‘<k,< +suml: -sum;+‘+numr 
let l=k- 
n+l 
( 1 2 
-sum:?: +sum;+‘. Then 
Vl dl<numY, R;,‘+‘: g~U~“+l+r=g;U,:~l+l 1-1 
Let us remark, that in the n-dimensional space there is no n + l-ordered generator, this 
case does not occur when i=n+ 1. 
(b) We define new i-ordered generators: for each (i- 1)-ordered generator defined 
in the n-dimensional case, we define a pair of new i-ordered generators. We first define 
an i-ordered generator by concatenation of the (i- 1)-ordered generator and all the 
new non-redundant generator g;Z: (case “1 is odd”, described below), then we define 
another i-ordered generator by concatenation of the inverse of this (i-1)-ordered 
generator and the new non-redundant generator gi:: (case “1 is even”). For 
+suml:-sum;+‘+num;<k< +sum;+’ -sum;+’ 
let l=k-(“t’)-sum;?ii +sum;+‘-numr. Then Vl<1<2numr_,, 
iflis odd: R~+l:g~:ml”~I+“um”CI=gRlm:_i+(l+l),zg.n:l 11 1 
if 1 is even: RE+l:g”,:,‘:.~:+,,,,+,=(gn 
sum :- 2 +L(1+1),2,)-lg::=: 
The numbering of the redundant generators and the relations defining them seems 
to be a bit complicated, we give here a more detailed explanation. 
The first n + 1 generators are non-redundant generators, then we have all 2-ordered 
generators, all 3-ordered generators, . . . , all n + 1 -ordered generators. In general, the 
indices of the i-ordered generators begin with sum:?,’ + 1, that is, after all generators 
with order at most i- 1, and the last i-ordered generator has index sum”:‘. In the 
definition of i-ordered generators we first keep all i-ordered generators already defined 
in the n-dimensional space (the number of these generators is numy): the indices begin 
with sum:?: + 1 and the last index is sum:?: +numr (Definition 4.5(5a)). Then we 
define new i-ordered generators by concatenation of the (i- 1)-ordered generators 
defined in the n-dimensional space and the new nonredundant generator, and by the 
concatenation of the inverses of these (i- I)-ordered generators and the new non- 
redundant generator. As the number of all (i- 1)-ordered generators in the n-dimen- 
sional space in numy- 1, the indices begin with surn;Ti’ + numr + 1, and the last index 
is sum;?: + num; + 2 x numr- 1 = sum;+ ’ (Definition 4.5 (5b)). 
The indices of the relations defining these generators are obtained from the previous 
indices by adding to them (“:’ ) (the first relations are commutativity relations) and 
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subtracting sum;+i (the first-ordered generators are not redundant, we do not define 
them with relations). 
Finally, we define Moore OCA as follows: 
Definition 4.6. An n-dimensional Moore one-way cellular automaton is a cellular 
automation on the one-way Cayley graph of the group 
G=(&&..>g’+ JKR;;)+x+ 
where grs and Rrs are defined as in the definition of n-dimensional Moore cellular 
automata. 
We have seen that von Neumann CA can be simulated by von Neumann OCA, and 
the simulation time of this mimic has a factor n + 1 in the n-dimensional space. In the 
definition of a von Neumann CA all generators are non-redundant. In the case of the 
Moore neighborhood there also are redundant generators, so we could think that, if 
Moore CA can be simulated by Moore OCA, then the simulation time is less than for 
von Neumann CA. Indeed, it is the case. 
Theorem 4.7. In the n-dimensional space, Moore CA can be simulated by Moore OCA 
with a simulation time offactor 2. 
Proof. In the two-dimensional case, let V = (S, r, N, 6) be a Moore CA. We define the 
Moore OCA 6 = (S,, r,, N,, 6,) simulating %? with 
l s,=sus4 
0 s,.s,‘+s, 
&(x, Y, z, v, 0) =(x, Y, z, 4 
The configuration appearing in the CA at time t appears in the OCA at time 2t, and 
the state of each cell i of the CA moves into cell ic’, as in the case of the von Neumann 
neighborhood. 
The n-dimensional case: The neighborhood of a cell v in the n-dimensional Moore 
CA is N(v)=(uy, ,..., ~g~~“_i),~,ug;‘,... , vgg”l_ 1J,2, v) and in the n-dimensional 
Moore OCA is N,(v) = (vg ; ‘, , vg& 1J,2, v). We study the first iteration of the CA. 
Let us first find, in which cell of the OCA the transition of cell v of the CA can be 
computed. According to the neighborhood, in the first step of the simulation, the 
states of cells vg;‘, . . . , vg& 1J,2, v can arrive in the cell u of the OCA. Hence, its 
transition can be computed in cell w of the OCA, where the information of all cells 
vg, , . , vgcj, 1j,2, v can arrive. As each redundant generator is defined as a word in 
the non-redundant generators, this cell is w = vg, g2 . g,, = vg(,,_ 1j,2 _ 2mm I+ 1 (as there 
are 2”- ’ n-ordered generators, ugt3” _ 1 l,z _ 2n - I+ 1 is the first one and is defined by 
vgig, . g”). It is the same cell as in the case of the von Neumann neighborhood. All 
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Fig. 8. The paths of information in the van Neumann and Moore neighborhoods in the 3-dimensional 
space. 
cells~gl,...,~g(3,~1)12, u are in the neighborhood of w, so it is clear that the simulation 
time is always 2. As in the 2-dimensional case, the state of each cell i of the CA moves 
into another cell of the OCA: in cell igc3m 1J,2 _ 2mm I + 1. After the second iteration, it 
moves into the cell igt3”_ 1J!2 2,, - L + 1, etc . . If a configuration appears in the CA at 
time t, it appears in the OCA at time 2t, and the state of each cell u of the CA moves 
into cell ~4~~ _ 1j,2 _ n I + 1 of the OCA. Formally, we construct the OCA with a set of 
states S, = SuS 2” and we define the transition function in a similar way as in the 
2-dimensional case. 0 
Remark 4.8. In the case of the von Neumann neighborhood, the simulation time of 
the mimic of CA by OCA depends on the dimension n of the space (n+ l), but it is 
independent in the case of the Moore neighborhood (always 2). 
In the case of the Moore neighborhood, the distance between any two cells in the 
neighborhood of cell i of the OCA is 2. The transition function of cell u of the CA can be 
computed in one of its neighbor cells w in the OCA, so every needed information can 
arrive in this cell in two time units. In the von Neumann neighborhood, it is not the case: 
information must follow edges of the n-dimensional hypercube in order to arrive in cell 
w, thus n + 1 time units are needed. For n = 3, these paths are shown in Fig. 8. 
5. Hexagonal and triangular neighborhoods 
While von Neumann and Moore neighborhoods can be defined in Z”, it is not the 
case for hexagonal and triangular neighborhoods. We present our definitions with the 
help of Cayley graphs. 
5.1. Hexagonal neighborhood 
A hexagonul cellular automaton is usually defined as a cellular automaton in the 
plane R2, where the cells are at the centers of hexagons which tile the plane, and the 
neighbors of a cell are the cells located at the center of the adjacents hexagons 
(see Fig. 9). 
We present below a formal definition with the help of Cayley graphs. 
Definition 5.1. A hexagonal cellular automaton is a cellular automaton defined on the 
Cayley graph of the group 
G=(a,b,cIab=ba,abc=l). 
The Cayley graph of G is shown in Fig. 10. 
This definition cannot be “naturally” extended to the n-dimensional space: we 
should study tilings of 5%” by regular polyhedra having more than 2” summits (2” is the 
number of the summits of the n-dimensional hypercube which corresponds to the von 
Neumann neighborhood). Very little is known on such tilings in R”, though. 
Fig. 9. The hexagonal neighborhood 
Fig. 10. The Cayley graph of G= (u, b, c 1 ub = ha, ahc = 1). 
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Definition 5.2. A hexagonal one-way cellular automaton is a cellular automaton 
defined on the one-way Cayley graph of the group 
G=(a,b,cIab=ba,abc=l). 
In the generating set of the group on the Cayley graph of which we have defined von 
Neumann cellular automata, there is no redundant generator. The simulation of CA 
by OCA is slow, in the n-dimensional space it is n + 1. In the case of the Moore 
neighborhood, there are “all possible” redundant generators in the generating set. 
Thus, the simulation of CA by OCA is much more faster: it is always 2, independently 
of the dimension of the space. 
In the 2-dimensional space, in all three cases (von Neumann, Moore, hexagonal 
neighborhoods), there are two non-redundant generators in the generating set. In the 
case of the von Neumann neighborhood there is no redundant generator, in the 
Moore neighborhood there are two (all possible), and in the hexagonal neighborhood 
there is only one (not all possible). For Moore CA, the presence of all redundant 
generators allows a faster simulation by Moore OCA. We study below whether the 
simulation of hexagonal CA by hexagonal OCA is faster than in the case of the von 
Neumann neighborhood. 
Theorem 5.3. Hexagonal CA can be simulated by hexagonal OCA with a simulation 
time offktor 2. 
Proof. Let V=(S, r, N, 6) be a hexagonal cellular automaton. We construct the 
hexagonal one-way cellular automaton 0 = (S,, r,, N,, 6,) with 
l s,=sus4 
l s,:s:+s, 
~o(x, Y z, 0) = b, y, z, 0) 
This simulation is a bit different from the others. Let c0 be the initial configuration 
of the CA, and let c1 be the configuration after the first iteration. In the CA the image 
of cell v is given by 6([va], [vb], [UC], [vu-‘], [ub-‘1, [UC-‘], [v]). We want to com- 
pute this transition in the OCA: in the first step, according to the neighborhood, the 
stateofcells vu-‘,vbK’,vc-‘, v can arrive in cell v, so the transition of cell v of the CA 
can be computed in cell w, where the states of vu, vb, UC, v can arrive. This cell is 
w = vabc = v(abc = 1). It means that the transition of a cell of the CA is computed in the 
same cell by the OCA, so the state of a cell in the CA does not move into another cell 
in the OCA (to be compared with contrarily to the case of von Neumann and Moore 
neighborhoods). 0 
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Let us consider now the Cayley graph of the group 
shown in Fig. 11. We have only marked the generators a, b, c, the inverse generators 
are the colors of the corresponding opposite arcs. 
We find that the Cayley graph of G’ forms a hexagonal architecture, but the local 
space orientation of the neighborhood of a cell “turns” in each cell, while in the Cayley 
graph on which we have defined hexagonal cellular automata, it is homogeneous. In 
Fig. 12 we show the different local space orientations. 
Remark 5.4. To a given physical architecture correspond several Cayley graphs 
defined by different groups: a Cayley graph defines both 
l the physical architecture of the cellular automaton, 
l the local orientation of the neighborhood of each cell. 
If two Cayley graphs forming the same physical architecture are not isomorphic, 
they may lead to different notions of cellular automata: for instance, let d be cellular 
Fig. 11. The Cayley graph of G’. 
)e )+a )+a yea I)+b ;xc b%” )eb 
s” & fH- ;)+a %b xc 
c a 
G G’ 
Fig. 12. The different local space orientations of the neighborhoods. 
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Fig. 13. Triangular neighborhood 
automaton on the Cayley graph of group G= (a, b, c / ab = ba, abc = 1 > with transition 
function 6(p, q, r, s, t u, z) = p, and let the initial configuration be cO. In each time, c0 is 
shifted in the direction of the arc colored with a ‘. As the neighborhood is homogene- 
ous, c0 is shifted on a line. SJZ cannot be simulated by any cellular automaton on the 
Cayley graph of G’=(a,b,c~a3=1,b3=1,c3=1,cba=1) in the same time: the 
transition function should be defined in 3 different ways, depending on cells. 
5.2. Triangular neighborhood 
A triangular cellular automaton is usually defined as a cellular automaton in the 
plane R2, where the cells are at the center of equilateral triangles, and the neighbors of 
a cell are the cells located at the center of the triangles which are adjacent side by side 
(see Fig. 13). 
Let us now come back to the hexagonal neighborhood shown in Fig. 9. Notice that 
while in hexagonal cellular automata the cells are located at the centers of the 
hexagons, in triangular cellular automata they are located at the vertices of hexagons. 
On the other hand, in triangular cellular automata the cells are located at the centers 
of the triangles, and in hexagonal cellular automata they are located at the vertices of 
triangles: there is a duality between these two architectures. 
We define formally triangular cellular and one-way cellular automata as we have 
done in the case of the other neighborhoods. 
Definition 5.5. A triangular cellular automaton is a cellular automaton defined on the 
Cayley graph of the group 
In Cayley graphs, between two neighbor cells there is an arc colored with a gener- 
ator and there is another arc, colored with the inverse of this generator. Fig. 14 shows 
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Fig. 14. The Cayley graph of G. 
the Cayley graph of G. As in this group the inverse of a generator is the generator itself, 
we denote this pair of arcs by a single edge. 
This definition is a bit special relatively to all the definitions we have given before: 
the neighborhood of a cell formally consists of 7 neighbors (N(v) =(~a, vb, UC, va- ‘, 
vbF’,vc~’ ,v)). In reality, it consists of only 4 neighbors, because each neighbor 
defined by a generator y is the same cell as the neighbor defined by the inverse 
generator g - ‘. 
In this definition, for each generator, g, g2 = 1. By Remark 3.9, the one-way Cayley 
graph of this group has no arc. Hence, if we define triangular cellular automata with 
the group G, we cannot define triangular one-way cellular automata with the same 
group. 
We should find another group in order to define triangular one-way cellular 
automata. The Cayley graphs of the groups 
and 
G” = ca, b, c 1 a2 = 1, b2 = 1, c2 = 1, (bc)3 = l,(~a)~ = 1, (ab)3 = 1) 
shown in Fig. 15 give the same architectures, but we still have relations 
a2=1,b2=1,c2=1. 
Theorem 5.6. It is not possible to define one-way triangular cellular automata on 
a one-way Cayley graph. 
Proof. We assume that there exists a one-way Cayley graph whose underlying graph 
forms a triangular architecture. In this graph, the degree of the vertices is 3. From 
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Fig. 15. The Caley graph of G’ and G”. 
Proposition 3.11, the degree of the vertices in a one-way Cayley graph is even, which 
leads to a contradiction. 0 
6. General neighborhood 
In the previous sections, we have studied some “regular” neighborhoods: we have 
defined CA and OCA, and we have given simulations for CA by OCA. In this section, 
we study general cellular automata, which are defined on arbitrary Cayley graphs. We 
have seen in Section 5.2, that we cannot always define the one-way Cayley graph of 
a group with the same underlying graph. We now examine, what conditions are 
necessary and sufficient for the one-way Cayley graph and the Cayley graph of 
a group to have the same architecture. We also study the simulation of CA by OCA: 
we give sufficient conditions for CA to be simulated by OCA, and we give an upper 
bound on the time of this mimic. 
In our definition of cellular automata (Definition 3.4), we have defined the neigh- 
borhood of a cell as a vector whose components are cells which are connected to it by 
an arc, and we have told that a cell knows the state of its neighbors. For example, if 
there is an arc from vertex x to y, then y is some neighbor of x, and so x knows y’s 
state. Then we shall say, that y’s state can arrive in cell x, and so x is a descendant of y. 
Then we define all descendants of a cell as follows. 
Definition 6.1. Let r be a directed multigraph. Then the descendants of a vertex x in 
r is the set Desc,(x) = { y 1 there exists a path in graph r from y to x}. 
Beware: Information flows in the opposite direction of the arrows of the one-way 
Cayley graph. 
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Theorem 6.2. Let r be the Cayley graph of a group G, and r, its one-way Cayley graph. 
Every CA on r can be simulated by an OCA on r, if 
1. 
2. 
Vx, Y, Descro(x)nDescro(y) #8; 
if 0 Desc,O(g)#B then 3u~ (7 Desc,O(g), Vg~G, ug=gu. 
gEG gsc 
Proof. Consider a cell xOEr, and its neighbors yO, . . . , y, in r. The transition of cell x0 
is computed by 6( [yo], . . . , [y,,J, [x0]) in the CA. It is not difficult to see that, if there 
exists a vertex v in r, which is in the descendant sets of all vertices x0, y,, . . . , y,, then 
there exists an OCA simulating the first iteration of the CA. Let us prove now that this 
vertex v exists. 
We have supposed that DescrO(x)nDescrO(y) #8 for each x and y, hence there exists 
a vertex yb such that 
Thus it is clear that 
We then study the set Desc,O(yb)nDesc,O(y,). From the same condition, we know 
that this set is not empty: there exists a vertex y; such that 
Y’I EDesc,~(yb)nDesc,~(y, ). 
Then 
We continue this procedure, and after the m-th step we have 
y&EDesc,(y~)~Desc,(xo)nDesc,(yo)n . . . nDescrO(y,). 
The transition of cell x0 of the CA can be computed in cell v = yk of the OCA. Let 
p be the path such that yhp=xo. Then, from the second condition, we can suppose 
that PE(-)geG Desc,Jg) is a path such that, for all generator g, pg = gp. Thus, neighbor 
information in the CA will be also neighbors in the OCA after the simulation of this 
iteration, hence the next step of the CA can be simulated in a similar way. 0 
We give below a necessary and sufficient condition for the associated one-way 
Cayley graph of a given Cayley graph to have the same architecture. 
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Lemma 6.3. Let G= (G 1 R) be a group. In the one-way Cayley graph of G all arcs 
colored with inverse generators appear if and only tffor all pairs of generators g, h in G, 
gh#l. 
Proof. The one-way Cayley graph of a group is obtained from its Cayley graph by 
deleting all arcs colored with generators g in G (by Definition 3.8). Let i and j be two 
neighbor vertices in the Cayley graph. If the arc from i to j is colored with generator g, 
then the arc from j to i is colored with the inverse generator g ‘. If for all pairs of 
generators g, h in G, gh # 1, then g - ’ # h for all h and g _ ‘, that is, g-i is not in G, so in 
the one-way Cayley graph the arc colored with g-l appears (we do not delete it). 
If in the one-way Cayley graph all arcs colored with inverse generators appears, it is 
clear that, GnG PI =8, so, for all pairs of generators g, h in G, ghf 1. 17 
In the following theorem, we give a sufficient condition (in terms of generators and 
relations) describing when a CA can be simulated by the OCA having the same 
underlying graph. 
Theorem 6.4. Let %? = (S, r, N, 6) be a cellular automaton where I- is the Cayley graph of 
a group G= (G / R) and 1 G I= k. We suppose that for all pairs of generators g, h in G, 
gh#l. Let G,={ggG13p>2:(gP=1)}, let Gz=G\GI. If 
(1) G2 is empty or 
(2) Vg, hEG gh=hg 
then there exists an OCA de$ned on the one-way Cayley graph r, of the group G which 
can simulate E. The simulation time of this mimic can be bounded by 
(1) min{k+ 1,max {p- 1 IgcG and yp= l}}, ifG2 is empty; 
(2) k+l, ifG, is empty; 
Proof. As we have supposed that for all pairs of generators g, h in G, gh# 1, by 
Lemma 6.3, the one-way Cayley graph r, of G has the same underlying graph as the 
Cayley graph of G. We then show that there exists an OCA defined on r, which can 
simulate the CA. 
(1) Let us first analyze the case when G2 is empty. It means that G = Gi that is 
V gi~G 3 pi > 2: (gf’ = l@R. We use Theorem 6. It is sufficient to show that, if there 
exists a path between two cells in the Cayley graph, then there exists a cell in the OCA 
which is in the descendant set of both cells in the one-way Cayley graph. Let us now 
prove this assertion. 
Let x and y be two different vertices of the Cayley graph. Let p be a path from x to y: 
h, h, IQ h, h.-, hn p:x~xl-x~-x~-‘.‘-x”-l - xn(=Y) 
where Xi is a vertex and hi~GuG -’ is an arc colored with hi in the Cayley graph. As 
Vgi~G 3p,>2: (gp’= ~)ER, it is clear that gi=(gil)P’m ‘. Let p’ be a path in which every 
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arc colored with generator gi in G is replaced by a path of length pi- 1 where every arc 
is colored with the inverse generator g; 1 in G -‘: we replace the arc 
by the path 
In p’ there are only arcs colored with inverse generators, so p’ is a path from x to y in 
the one-way Cayley graph of G. It means that x is in the descendant set of y, hence 
xEDesc(x)nDesc(y)#@ 
It means also that l~n~~c DescrO(g) and hence Condition (2) of Theorem 2.6 holds 
and thus the proposition. 
Simulation-time: In the OCA, for each generator gi and vertex u, the cell vg,: ’ is the 
neighbor of v, and so v is a descendant of Vg; I. Let us consider its neighbor og:. We 
have already seen that gi=(g;‘)pz-l, so the neighbor of v defined by vgi is the cell 
V( g,: ‘)plm ‘, and therefore u is in the descendant set of the neighbor Ugi, too. The state 
of cell ugi can arrive in cell v in pi- 1 time units. As this is the case for each neighbor 
Vgi, in order to simulate the transition of cell L’ of the CA, 
time units are needed. 
(2) We consider here the case for all generator g and h in G, gh=hg. We use the 
result of Theorem 6 as before, we show that if there exists a path between two cells in 
the Cayley graph, then there exists a cell in the OCA which is in the descendant set of 
both cells in the one-way Cayley graph. 
Let x and y be two different vertices of the Cayley graph. Let p be a path from x to y: 
h, h, hz h, ho-, hn p:X_X1-X2-X3-"'-X,-l - xn(=y) 
where xi is a vertex and hiEGuG_ ’ is an arc colored with hi in the Cayley graph. Let p’ 
be a path starting at x and defined by the same generators, where the generators 
precede the inverse generators. We denote hi by hl, if hi is the rth generator belonging 




. Ir h,, 
h 4-r 
x:-x;+l-%...-x;. 
This path p’ exists, because in Cayley graphs, for each vertex u and generator g there 
exists exactly one arc colored with g starting at v, and exactly one arc colored with 
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g ending at v, and this property also holds for the inverse generators. As for each g, h 
in G, gh= hg, the last cell of this path is xL=y, In Cayley graph, if the path from 
x1 to x3 is 
91 (12 
x1 -x2-x3 
then the path from x3 to x1 is 
BI’ sl’ 
xj ‘X2 ‘Xl. 
Let us now consider two paths p1 and p2 defined by 
h-’ 
pl:x:h”LX;_ll.;l....-X;+X, L’ hl, 
Then, p1 is a path from xl to x in r,, and as each h2i is G-‘, p2 also is a path from x: to 
y in r,. It means that xi is in the descendant set of both cells, that is, 
Since G is commutative, it is clear that Condition (2) of Theorem 2.6 is also satisfied, 
hence the proposition holds. 
Simulation-time: We consider the first iteration of the CA. We want to compute the 
transition of the cell v defined by G([vg,], [vgz], . , [vgk],v[g;‘], . . , [vgki], [v]). 
As the neighborhood of each cell i is defined by N(i) =(ig; ‘, , ig; r, i), the states of 
these neighbors can arrive in cell v in 1 time unit. Then, the transition of v can be 
computed in a cell w which is in the descendant set of all cells {vg 1 gEG}u{v}, that is, 
there exist paths from w to any vg and to v in the one-way Cayley graph. In the worst 
case, w is the first cell in path 
Y 
-1 cl;!, -I .42 p:w~x,+~~~+x,_, 
a;’ 
- Xk( = v). 
It is clear that xk _ i = vg l,xk-2=vglgZ, ... ,xl=vgl...gk_i,w=vgl . ..gk. so w is in 
the descendant set of vg,, vg2, . . . , vgk and so in w the transition of cell v of the CA can 
be computed. The maximal simulation time is 
1 + (length of p) = 1 + k. 
Hence, if a configuration appears in the CA at time t, this configuration appears in 
the OCA at time (1 + k)t, and the state of each cell i of the CA moves into cell 
i(g, . . . gk)f of the OCA. 
(3) We now consider the case where G2 is empty and Vh, gEG, hg=gh. 
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. . . 
Fig. 16. The one-way Cayley graph of G. 
Simulation-time: In this case, simulations can be given by any of the two ways 
described below, hence the simulation time factor can be 
min{k+ l,max{p- 1lgeGi and gp= l}}. 0 
We show below through an example, that there exists CA such that we can build 
OCA with the same underlying graph which simulate them, and the condition 
described in Theorem 6.4 does not hold: this condition is sufficient but not necessary. 
Example. Let us study the group 
G=(a,b,c,d(abcd=l) 
and a cellular automaton 9? defined on the Cayley graph of this group. There are no 
relations of type g2 = 1, hence the associated one-way Cayley graph (shown in Fig. 16) 
has the same underlying graph as the Cayley graph. 
There are no relations of type gp= 1 and there are no commutativity relations 
either, hence the condition of Theorem 6.4 does not hold. Yet there exists an OCA 
which can simulate the CA. For each cell u in the CA, its transition can be computed in 
the same cell v by the OCA: the states of cells vu i, vb- ‘, UC-~, vd-‘, v can arrive at the 
first step in cell v, and as 
abcd=l o bcda=l o cdab=l o dabc=l, 
the states of cells vu, vb, UC, vd can arrive in cell v at the third step. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented a generalization of one-way cellular automata for 
cellular automata defined on Cayley graphs. We have obtained the following facts: 
(1) The redundancy of the generating set may allow a faster simulation of CA by 
OCA (the simulation time of CA by OCA in the n-dimensional space is 2 (independent 
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of n) in the case of the Moore neighborhood, while it is n+ 1 in the case of the von 
Neumann neighborhood). 
(2) Cayley graphs define both the physical architecture of cellular automata and the 
local space orientation of the neighborhood of cells. 
(3) For some physical architectures, whatever the local orientation is, there does 
not exist OCA with the same underlying graph. 
We also have given some sufficient conditions for the one-way Cayley graph of 
a group to exist and for a CA to be simulated by an OCA. We have given a bound on 
the time of this mimic. 
Alas, we can say nothing on this bound as a function of the sole number of 
generators. There exist cellular automata with the same number of generators, but 
with different simulation times. For example, both 3-dimensional von Neumann 
automata and hexagonal cellular automata are defined on the Cayley graph of groups 
having 3 generators. Yet, the simulation time is 4 in the case of the von Neumann 
neighborhood, and 3 in the case of the hexagonal neighborhood. Another example: 
2-dimensional Moore CA can be simulated by Moore OCA with a simulation time of 
factor 2,4-dimensional von Neumann CA can be simulated by von Neumann OCA 
with a simulation time of factor 5, and the number of generators is 4 in both cases. 
Hence, in order to give an upper bound for the mimics we also have to study the 
relations between the generators, as we have done in Theorem 6.4. 
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